Virus-lymphocyte interactions. II. Expression of viral sequences during the course of persistent lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus infection and their localization to the L3T4 lymphocyte subset.
Viruses that cause in vivo persistent infections need to selectively compromise the host's immunologic surveillance machinery in order to survive. To understand the molecular basis of how this is accomplished we have analyzed persistent virus infection by lymphocytic choriomeningitis in its normal host, the mouse. Earlier we noted by infectious center analysis that five in 10(4) lymphocytes carried by persistently infected mice contained infectious materials throughout the course of infection. A previous publication extended these results, in BALB mice by showing that the L3T4+ lymphocyte subset in lymph nodes and spleens was predominantly involved. Using cDNA labeled probes to the viral genome and in situ hybridization we report that 1 to 2% of circulating lymphocytes from several mouse strains contain viral RNA sequences for the three viral structural genes. By FACS analysis, the Thy-1.2+, L3T4+ subset primarily harbors virus while viral sequences are usually not detected in the Lyt-2+ subset as early as 6 days after initiating infection in newborns and throughout the course of the persistence. These findings suggest that incomplete, presumably defective, virus is generated in a subset of Th lymphocytes during persistent infection and that during this time infection of cytotoxic T cell subsets is minimal.